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Changing background, dimensions, and layout as follows

1. Revisions:
   - Date
   - Reason

2. Taking and checking all dimensions related to the works shown on the drawing.

3. Issued for Construction

4. Issued for Tender

5. Issued for Planning

6. As Built

7. Preliminary

8. Private cycle store

9. Details of Leisure play area to be confirmed

10. Public play area

11. Lobby Entrance

12. Detail of Office levels

13. Public car park

14. Lobby entrance to Basement

15. Entrance to North

16. Reflected ceiling plan

17. Elevation and Section

18. General arrangement plan

19. Scale

20. Copyright Reserved
1. **Disclaimer:**

2. This drawing is copyright of Fabrik Ltd. It must not be copied or reproduced without written consent from the owner.

3. Do not scale from this drawing. Only figured dimensions are to be taken from this drawing.

---

**Note for Workers:**

Pre-construction Information. This information will include details of the Significant risks which may arise from constructing their designs shown on this drawing. A Risk Assessment and Risk Information Report should be completed prior to commencing work on the site and a description of the steps which have been taken to reduce the level of risk should be recorded in the site log book.

Note for Contractors:

This drawing should be considered along with the Pre-construction Information. This information will include details of the Significant risks which may arise from constructing their designs shown on this drawing. A Risk Assessment and Risk Information Report should be completed prior to commencing work on the site and a description of the steps which have been taken to reduce the level of risk should be recorded in the site log book.

---

**Fabrication or Setting Out.**

All contractors must visit site and be responsible for taking and checking all dimensions related to the works shown on the drawing prior to fabrication or setting out.

---

**External References:**

- J:\Job Files\D2420 Former Winter Gardens Site, Bournemouth\Drawings\Tree Survey\Recvd-16-08-22\CBA5494.02A TCP-copy.dwg
- J:\Job Files\D2420 Former Winter Gardens Site, Bournemouth\Drawings\Highways\Recvd-17-01-31\34A copy.dwg
- \..\..\..\..\Site Survey\Recvd-16-08-22\9C8D-Winter Gardens, Bournemouth-Revision-Dec 2015.dwg
- \..\..\..\..\Architect\Recvd-19-02-05 approved planning pack\2018 04 16 - Basement Plans DWG\Podium Level 00 copy.dwg
- \..\..\..\..\Architect\Recvd-19-02-05 approved planning pack\2018 04 16 - Basement Plans DWG\Overall Roof Plan copy.dwg
- \..\..\..\..\Architect\Recvd-19-02-05 approved planning pack\2018 04 16 - Basement Plans DWG\Car Park Level -04 copy.dwg
- \..\..\..\..\Architect\Recvd-19-02-05 approved planning pack\2018 04 16 - Basement Plans DWG\Car Park Level -03 copy.dwg
- \..\..\..\..\Architect\Recvd-19-02-05 approved planning pack\2018 04 16 - Basement Plans DWG\Car Park Level -02 copy.dwg
- \..\..\..\..\Architect\Recvd-19-02-05 approved planning pack\2018 04 16 - Basement Plans DWG\Car Park Level -01 copy.dwg
- \..\..\..\..\Architect\Recvd-19-02-05 approved planning pack\2018 04 16 - Basement Plans DWG\J:\Job Files\D2420 Former Winter Gardens Site, Bournemouth\Drawings\Tree Survey\Recvd-16-08-22\CBA5494.02A TCP-copy.dwg
- \..\..\..\..\Architect\Recvd-19-02-05 approved planning pack\2018 04 16 - Basement Plans DWG\J:\Job Files\D2420 Former Winter Gardens Site, Bournemouth\Drawings\Highways\Recvd-17-01-31\34A copy.dwg
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**Scale:** 1:10
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